Call to Order: 6:44pm
Pledge of Allegiance: Rep. Barber
Roll Call: Present: Balak, Balogun, Barber, Burns, Cyrille, Galesano, Hussain, Medarev, Nord, Pakdehi, Rogowski, Rowan, Vaughn, Wesner, Wheeler
Absent Excused: Delva, Ebuara, McCraney, Siegel, Solamz, Wardlow
Late Excused: Allenye, Velez
Reading and approval of the Minutes: Rogowski; 2nd- Cyrille
Petitions into the Assembly: N/A
Special Introductions and Student Comments: N/A
Messages from Student Government: N/A
Report from the Office of Governmental Affairs: N/A
Report of Officers:
  - Report of the Speaker: Not much tonight. Most everything is budget related. I wanted to say that I was at the FSU Day at the Capitol and SB 494 has passed through the Senate and is making its way through.
  - Report of the Deputy Speaker for Finance: Shout out to Frank for bringing in more food. The financial report is attached to the agenda. If you are looking at presenting or attending at a conference, the grants for March-June open on the 7th. We have exciting news for our budget for 2024-25 and it is $1,247,767 which is higher than last year. Thank you to those who replied to the budget committee survey. For those who are interested in being on the committee, thank you for your time and interest. This has a major impact on this campus. We will vote in the members of the Budget Committee during our next COGS meeting. The final bill will be voted on during a meeting of the Congress.
  - Report of the Deputy Speaker for Communications: reminder to committees that attendance is required and to let the chair know if you will be absent. Please check emails! Name tags have been ordered. As a reminder for those working on bills, bottled water is not allowed, so if you see that on a funding request, please let the RSO know.
Committee Introductions and Reports:
  - C-SAC: N/A
  - Internal Affairs: Met last Monday and will meet again next Monday. Discussed Bill #12 and #13 with changes to COGS statute and moving around money.
  - Student Advocacy: Could not meet due to quorum not being met. Will be deciding on a time soon.
• Student Affairs: Met last Monday and will be meeting again next Monday. Have discussed events in planning during April.

Funding Requests:

**Bill #8: Iranian Student Association**
Pakdehi - We are wanting to have traditional cookies for an international bazar. We hope that you will come to the bazar and try the cookie.
Q&A: Rogowski - Does CGE pay for anything? No, they asked us to buy it.
Cyrille - When is the event? February 17th at the Globe.
Pros: Balak - I think FSU stands for all sorts of cultures, so this seems to be in line with that mission statement and I am all for it.
Burns - I think it another great event from the Iranian Student Association.

Cons:
Rogowski - Motion to Call to Question; 2nd - Burns
Closing - Please come to the event and take a cookie. They are very delicious!
Vote - 15-0-2

**Bill #9: Art Society at FSU**
Velez - This is a one year anniversary for the Art Society and they are asking for money to buy some food and drinks. They have a membership of 20 people this Friday. It's a one year anniversary to hang out and celebrate the year they have had.
Q&A: Rogowski - Will we be able to expedite this in time? We should be able to.
Pro: Rogowski - I remember last year when they came to us last year for an event and I am excited to see them back and that we can continue supporting them.
Cons:
Balogun - Call to Question; 2nd - Nord
Closing - I think this is a great event for the club and it's not a lot of money being requested.
Vote - 16-0-1

**Bill #10: Indian Student Association of Tallahassee**
Wesner - The ISAT is holding their Holi Festival on March 31st. They are requesting money for food, colors, Rez fees, etc. They expect a few hundred there. There were 400 people who attended the Diwali event and the same is expected for Holi. This is open for all students at FSU.
Q&A: Pakdehi - where is it? The Rez. Does it include families? It's mostly students.
Balogun - How will you advertise? At the international bazar and through social media.
Rogowski - How did you use the amount you were given during the budget process? It was used for Diwali.
Pros: Burns - I am excited for the event. It is great working with the ISAT. We look forward to next year's budget proposal.
Pakdehi - I think it's a very fun event.
Galeano - This event is amazing and it's been great seeing it grow over the years. It's become a FSU tradition and we should continue to support it.
Rowan - It's been great working with the ISAT and I enjoyed seeing the scale of these events. It's one of the largest events COGS funds.
Hussain - It's a great event because many people attend it who aren't a part of the organization. It's a good place where everyone can learn about their culture.

Cons:
Rogowski - Call to Question; Balogun - 2nd.
Closing - I think it's a rich and distinctive event. I encourage you to vote for it.

Vote - 16-0-1

Bill #11: LINC Organizing Committee
Opening: Requesting $1473 for their department's conference. Were hosting the event in 2019, but had to pause. This is a resumption, very exciting. March 1-2. The committee has been working for a year to make the conference work. Attendance 50-75. Requesting food, contractual services, and expenses.
Org: Want to increase the interdisciplinary aspect by broadening submissions. Will have a joint event with HIGSA on Friday night. 3 panels on Saturday. Very excited. Theme: Rebirth, renewal, revival.
Q&A: Are taxes in the bill? No, just the supporting documents.
Pro: Rogowski: Really like how detailed the proposal is, as well as the diversified funding. Happy they are partnering with HIGSA and seeing orgs partner to make better and bigger events.
Burns: Kudos for bringing the conference back. Super cool that Lucky Goat is providing free cold brew. Maybe other RSOs could see about getting donations in the future.
Nord: The Speakers are really cool. Happy about how diverse the panel is, this brings in the cultural diversity we want to see at FSU.
Con: Wheeler motions to call the question, Maryam seconds. No objections.
Closing: Thank you for considering the bill. Thanks to the RSO for being so organized and working with us to find other funding sources. This is a wonderful bill and they are a fantastic org. Please vote yes.

Vote: 16-0-1

Unfinished Business:
Deputy Speaker for Judicial Affairs - call for nominees

New Business:
Resolution #1: IROP Changes
Speaker: This resolution is being moved to be presented before the funding requests. Duties of the Speaker were turned over to Deputy Speaker Burns.
Rowan: This resolution is to make internal rules more readable. It is currently 18 rules without any real order to it. The new rules are broken down into categories in order to make it more easily followed. Other rules have adjusted in order to make the rules of
order faster. Instead of having several motions and going through the full debate process, it will be passed if there are no objections. Also clarifies changes to rules of procedure. There has been a change to when bills need to be submitted. This should make things more efficient and take away doing motions for the sake of doing motions.

Q&A: Pakdehi - You said that RSOs should submit before Thursday at noon, can it be Friday at noon? No because there are many behind the scenes processes that need to be done. We try to make sure that the Friday agenda is at best kept the same as Monday.

Rogowski - Point of information - need the time for processing

Pros: Wheeler - I'm in favor of the bill because it makes things more efficient and effective.

Pakdehi - It should save a lot of time with the motions.

Balogun - I agree that it saves time.

Burns - I think it will be great not having to say things we "have" to say because of technicalities.

Wesner - Extinguish time; 2nd - Wheeler

Cons:

Nord - Motion to call to question; 2nd - Balak

Vote: 17-0-0

Responsibilities returned to Speaker Rowan

Bill #12: COGS Statute Revision

Burns - The purpose of this bill is to eliminate C-SAC from the code. It was supposed to be a committee that would approve funds that were under $1,000. Ultimately, this committee has not been used in years and is redundant. The money can then be moved into Unallocated.

Q&A: None

Pros: Rowan - CSAC was a good idea in theory in order to reduce bureaucracy, but in actuality, it added red tape to the overall process.

Rogowski - It only created more work for the Deputy Speaker of Finance and COGS representatives in general. I support this bill because it makes more sense to see things on the floor.

Galeano - Anything that increases efficiency and transparency is welcome.

Cons:

Galeano - Call to Question; 2nd - Wesner

Closing: I think this great and creates less work.

Vote: 17-0-0

Bill #13: Transfer from C-SAC to Unallocated

Burns - Transfers the money from C-SAC to Unallocated so that we can use it on RSOs and events.

Q&A - None
Pros - Rogowski - 100%. We need to get more money in Unallocated to continue support RSOs.
Pakdehi - Happy for this as an RSO.
Cons -
Hussain - Call to Question; 2nd - Nord
Vote: 16-0-1

Bill #14: Attendance Grant Transfer
Burns - Transfers $3,000 into the attendance grants because the amount is getting low. Want to cover the grants.
Q&A - None
Pros - Pakdehi - Sounds good to make sure everyone gets funding for conferences.
Cons -
Galeano - Call to question; 2nd - Hussain
Closing - Make sure to apply for the grants.
Vote: 16-0-1
Pakdehi - 5 min break for food; Vaughn - 2nd
Start: 7:37pm
Break ended at 7:51pm

Round Table:
Adjournment: 8:23pm
Next Meeting: February 19, 2024 at 6:30 p.m. Senate Chambers (3rd floor Student Union)